


For all private excursions, your vessel can be upgraded to one of our
latest additions to the fleet: the two luxury Catamarans.

With four 350 HP V8 engines, the 40 feet-long vessels of a capacity of
15 passengers each offer an all-open experience, at an exceptional speed.
They are a perfect midway between the Speedboats and the Azimut
yacht, offering a large lounging space, convenience of speed for all
activities and a scintillant boat to enjoy a day at sea with your family.

Add the thrilling speed to your sunset cruise. Work your tan at the front
of the boat on your way to the dolphins. Let our alchemist combine
your snorkelling or diving experience with a lunch. Rent the catamaran
for a big game fishing adventure: the options are endless!



A boat excursion offers a unique opportunity to engage with the
nautical island life. The following options are scheduled as group
trips but may also be booked for individual outings using any of
Randheli’s boat fleet for ultimate privacy.

Enjoy the stunning views of the chromatic Maldivian sunset and the
calm sound of the evening tide whilst sipping on champagne and
indulging in canapés created by our Maison’s chefs. Upon return after
dark, embrace the softly glowing lights of Randheli from the sea.

Hire your own private boat and enjoy the feeling of timelessness away
from the hustle and bustle on your own desert island. After an
unforgettable snorkelling experience with one of our experienced
guides, enjoy a sumptuous picnic before lazing in the sun and sail back
to Randheli feeling relaxed, refreshed and rejuvenated.



Journey to the edge of the Atoll in search of playful dolphins cruising
through the island’s channels! From bottlenose dolphins calmly grazing,
to spinner dolphins showing off their acrobatic pirouettes, capture
spectacular images of nature’s most revered water mammal. As dolphins
are wild and move across the Atoll, sightings are not always guaranteed.

Experience life as the Maldivians have done for thousands of years and
set sail to visit a local island. The nearby inhabited islands will leave you
speechless with their colourful pink, turquoise and pale green painted
coral houses, century-old banyan trees, beautiful harbours and local
mosques.



Catch your dinner the Maldivian way on an evening fishing expedition
practicing the traditional Maldivian method of handline fishing. The
crew will show you how to use hooks, lines and sinkers and help you
rig your fishing rods as you gain the knowledge of this island’s unique
culture.

Relax and unwind while fishing in the crystal-clear waters of Noonu
Atoll, an extraordinary experience for anglers of all abilities! Embark on
a 36-foot Big Game Fishing Boat to discover the variety of big game
fish living in Maldivian waters. All necessary rods, lines, trawling gear,
bait and lures are provided on board. Our Maison’s chefs would be
delighted to create a personalised menu based of your catch of the day.
For safety precautions, this excursion may only be booked with the Big
Game Fishing Boat.



Snorkelling is one of the best ways to discover the fascinating Maldivian
underwater life. Whether a solo venture or one with family, a snorkel
pro or a curious beginner, explore the wondrous world that lies beneath
the waters at Randheli, in group sessions or with your private guide.

Indulge in a session with an experienced professional for the perfect
introduction to aquatic life. This beginners’ lesson is a great way for first
time snorkelers or those who prefer shallow waters to explore the
lagoon.

For a playful splash and a casual excursion, embark on this tour of a
snorkel destination at a nearby reef. Spectacular coral, glimmering fish
and crystal-clear waters await!



Voyage across the magnificent Randheli reefs for an unforgettable
underwater adventure. From exotic marine life to reef colours never
before seen, uncover another world of Maldivian beauty.

Experience the rising sun in the Noonu Atoll and see how the dwellers
of the reef return to their diurnal habits after an active night. Early
morning snorkelling is the best time to see some species retain their
nocturnal behaviour.

Experience the wonders of the Noonu Atoll reef in a completely new
light – at night. With an underwater torch, the colours of the reef come
to life in their full splendour.



The Dive Centre is pleased to offer private charters and bespoke
excursions in the Noonu and nearby atolls. We would be delighted to
create personalised outings to meet all desires whether snorkelling,
visiting local islands or enjoying a picnic on a sandbank. Hire a private
boat for the day and enjoy the finest leisure experience.

Explore the reefs of Kuredu, famous for its large population of green
turtles, or snorkel in the picturesque waters of the UNESCO protected
Hanifaru Bay – a known nursery for mantas, rays and an array of sharks.
After returning from the reef, our dedicated crew will serve a picnic
lunch on the open deck or on a sand bank, according to your wishes.

Our qualified captains and enthusiastic crew enjoy sharing the island’s
hidden reefs, lagoons and beaches. Any combination of activities on
bespoke excursions are possible; fishing, snorkelling, diving or cruising,
the choice is entirely yours.



Capture your unforgettable moments of underwater discovery and bring
them home to treasure forever. Once the trip is completed, your
excursion guide will place all photos and videos on a memory stick for
your safekeeping.

A photoshoot in the stunning ocean of the Maldives. Hold your breath, push
your limits and pose surrounded by the underwater world.



09:00 – 09:45 Snorkel Lesson

18:00 - 20:00 Traditional Sunset Fishing

10:00  - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

17:30 - 18:30 Cruise with the Dolphins

10:00 - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

18:00 - 20:00 Traditional Sunset Fishing

10:00 - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

18:30 - 19:30 Sunset Cruise

09:00 – 09:45 Snorkel Lesson

17:30 - 18:30 Cruise with Dolphins

10:00 - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

18:00 – 20:00 Traditional Sunset Fishing

10:00 - 11:30 Snorkel Splash

18:30 - 19:30 Sunset Cruise

*Kindly note, all above excursions are also available on a private basis with the boat of
your choice.



To discover the full list of Cheval Blanc Randheli’s activities and

experiences, kindly refer to the following links.

From boat excursions to seabobbing and jet skiing, enjoy the waters of

the Noonu Atoll with the Maison’s Water Adventures here.

Explore the vibrant underwater world of the Maldives with tailored

diving and snorkelling activities for all levels here.

With two tennis courts and a fitness centre with cutting edge

Technogym equipment, get fit and get strong here.

Discover the specially-designed experiences for children, teens and

families here.

Indulge in the ultimate escape at the Cheval Blanc Spa private island

featuring exclusive treatments by Guerlain. Explore here.

http://randheli.chevalblanc.com/en/experiences/water-activities.html
http://randheli.chevalblanc.com/en/experiences/diving.html
https://www.chevalblanc.com/en/maison/randheli/spa-and-piscine/
http://randheli.chevalblanc.com/en/experiences/caroussel-paddock.html
http://randheli.chevalblanc.com/en/well-being/spa-cheval-blanc.html


Comfortable, extremely spacious and fully equipped for diving and
excursion, the dhonis are fitted with everything both the beginner and
experienced sportsman could require. From cylinder racks and fighting
chairs, to cup holders and refrigerators, these 46-foot wood and
fibreglass dhonis have it all.

Activities: diving, traditional sunset fishing, snorkelling

Our two 38 feet-long speedboats have a seating capacity of 25 guests
and speed up to 35 knots. Comfortable, spacious and open laterals.

No greater escape thrill than tearing down the lagoon cutting through
the wind and water on your way to your excursion.

Activities: dolphin cruise, sunset cruise, snorkelling, transfers

*The Azimut, Catamaran and Astinor are available for pre-booking.
Other boats will be selected according to the activity and sea condition.



Azimut 98 Leonardo is a 101-foot long luxury yacht suitable for hosting
up to 12 passengers on board, plus qualified crew members. With a
modern and bright interior design, it is perfectly suited for any yachting
experience, featuring four cabins for overnight stays, open deck areas
with a Jacuzzi, bar, lounge area and sun deck. The yacht also features a
swimming platform for guests to enjoy full use of the jet skis and
watersports equipment. A unique way to discover some of the
Maldives’s most beautiful and otherwise inaccessible sights and discover
bespoke experiences such as desert island picnics, private diving, sunset
dinners. A once-in-a-lifetime experience to be shared with your loved
ones.

Comfortable, extremely spacious and fully equipped for diving and
excursion, the dhonis are fitted with everything both the beginner and
experienced sportsman could require. From cylinder racks and fighting
chairs, to cup holders and refrigerators, these 41-foot wood and
fibreglass dhonis have it all.

*For all bookings, kindly speak to your Majordome or directly with our Dive
Centre Ambassadeurs available at extension 2280.



Latest additions to the fleet, the catamarans boast four 350 HP V8
engines. 40 feet-long with a capacity of 15 passengers, the two
luxury catamarans offer an all-open experience, at an exceptional
speed. They are a perfect midway between the Speedboats and the
Azimut, offering a large lounging space, convenience of speed for all
activities and a scintillant vessel to enjoy a day at sea with your
family.

Activities: hire the catamaran privately for all kind of activities such
as desert island picnics, diving or snorkelling, dolphin cruise, sunset
cruise, big game fishing, yachting etc…

*The Azimut, Catamaran and Astinor are available for pre-booking.
Other boats will be selected according to the activity and sea condition.



Azimut 98 Leonardo is a 101-foot long luxury yacht suitable for hosting
up to 12 passengers on board, plus qualified crew members. With a
modern and bright interior design, it is perfectly suited for any yachting
experience, featuring four cabins for overnight stays, open deck areas
with a Jacuzzi, bar, lounge area and sun deck. The yacht also features a
swimming platform for guests to enjoy full use of the jet skis and
watersports equipment. A unique way to discover some of the
Maldives’s most beautiful and otherwise inaccessible sights and discover
bespoke experiences such as desert island picnics, private diving, sunset
dinners. A once-in-a-lifetime experience to be shared with your loved
ones.

Comfortable, extremely spacious and fully equipped for diving and
excursion, the dhonis are fitted with everything both the beginner and
experienced sportsman could require. From cylinder racks and fighting
chairs, to cup holders and refrigerators, these 41-foot wood and
fibreglass dhonis have it all.

*For all bookings, kindly speak to your Majordome or directly with our Dive
Centre Ambassadeurs available at extension 2280.



Azimut 98 Leonardo is a 101-foot long luxury yacht suitable for hosting
up to 12 passengers on board, plus qualified crew members. With a
modern and bright interior design, it is perfectly suited for any yachting
experience, featuring four cabins for overnight stays, open deck areas
with a Jacuzzi, bar, lounge area and sun deck. The yacht also features a
swimming platform for guests to enjoy full use of the jet skis and
watersports equipment. A unique way to discover some of the
Maldives’s most beautiful and otherwise inaccessible sights. A once-in-a-
lifetime experience to be shared with your loved ones.

Activities: desert island picnics, private diving, dolphin cruise, sunset
cruise, day or night yachting, transfers…

The Astinor is a 54-foot long, modern and spacious boat, designed for
big game fishing and welcomes up to 15 passengers including the crew.
It will take you on an extraordinary glide breaking through the deep
blue waters, a true fishing experience as you may come across yellow fin
tunas, sailfishes, marlins, wahoos etc. All necessary rods, lines, trawling
gear, bait and lures are provided on board.

Activities: big game fishing that can be combine with private snorkeling,
private diving or private cruising

*The Azimut, Catamaran and Astinor are available for pre-booking.
Other boats will be selected according to the activity and sea condition.



Our passionate team of Alchemists and your dedicated Majordome
are at your complete disposal for all bookings and further
information.

Cheval Blanc Randheli
Randheli Island - Noonu Atoll - Republic of Maldives
T. +960 656 1515 - F. +960 656 1818
E. info.randheli@chevalblanc.com - W. www.chevalblanc.com
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